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Nuova Gandiplast Srl looks for commercial relationships with customers 
who are focused on respecting the Environment with a Green Business Economy 
and an Ecology-Push view, customers who are able to give value to the 
Life Cicle Perspective and Circular Economy of products and Recycling Policies.
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RECYCLED MATERIAL 100%

CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS 100%

PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY CLOSE TO 100%



     the company
Nuova Gandiplast Srl has been always oriented towards a 

high efficiency production, which is currently close to 100%: 
this is possible thanks to 45 years of activity and a constant 

care about sustainability, LCP, Circular Economy, quality and 
reliability of our products. 

Delivery-on-time, flexibility, longstanding know-how in LDPE 
sacks, made-to-measure services on client’s items: these are all our 

trademarks, confirmed by a nearly 80% export sales.

Our Company is structured for Just In Time production orders mainly 
focused on full truck loads.

     our products
Raw material purchase (LDPE scraps) is mainly focused in the north of Italy, 
allowing for a direct quality control over the whole production chain: a stra-
tegic hallmark for the competitiveness in EU market.
Regenerated LDPE granules have a 100% purity (In respect of UNI EN ISO 10667).

Dangerous additives excluded by ECHA Candidate List are limited only for some 
dyeing process with a huge chromatic range. Daily production is close to 30 Tons of 
regenerated LDPE sacks made by machinery such as: CDM Engineering, PRE-
VIERO, TECNOFER, FIMIC, AMUT Extruders and FAS Converting Machinery.

Thanks to our monochrome flexographic print section, personalized 
labels, boxes and other accessories, Nuova Gandiplast Srl grants 
a final product which meets 100% customer’s needs.

Starting from 30 Liters up to 340 Liters sacks (20µ minimum), 
C-folded, flat or with side gussets, with or without gusset tie, all 
our sacks respect the UNI EN ISO 7315-2012 (Now EN 13592:2017) 

also thanks to our laboratory test activities and our on-site 
quality checks over all steps of the production chain which is 

supported by high-technology man-machine interface.

        our customers
Nuova Gandiplast  Srl’s customers are mainly GDO Distributors, 
wholesalers, retailers and dealers of cleaning and hygiene 
supplies for domestic, industrial and commercial use but also 
for hotels, Municipalities and Government/Public Structures.

     certifications
The manufacturing process takes place with a particular overview 

for the Environmental and Social values: Energy efficiency improve-
ments, reduction of emissions and Environmental impacts are certified 

by our UNI EN ISO 14001:2015 EMS and Quality aspects by our UNI EN ISO 
9001:2015 procedures. 

Since June 2017 Nuova Gandiplast Srl is a certified 
member of EUCERTPLAST, EU program for the certi-
fied recycled plastic material. Our products are also 
in compliance with CHSA directives.

Since the beginning of May 2018 Nuova Gandiplast Srl has obtained the di-
stinctive and outstanding “Blauer Engel” label, see more details on:
www.blauer-engel.de/de/manufacturer/1459 

         membership
Nuova Gandiplast Srl is a member of:

“Consorzio C.A.R.P.I.” (Italian Independent Plastic Regenerators 
Consortium) recently embodied in “COREPLA Italian National 
group of Plastic Regenerators”;

“Istituto Italiano Plastici” (Italian Plastics Institute, IIP n. 225) 
since 1990 for product certifications;
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